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An Annotated Field Guide to Identifying Phish 
by ADAM ENGST 

Do you like phish? Not the band, not tasty seafood dishes, and not the pretty tropical variety. I refer 
instead to the intellectual challenge of identifying phishing emails that attempt to get you to reveal person-
al information, often including login credentials or financial details, or entice you to call a phone number 
where trained operators will attempt to separate you from your money. 

Phishing is a big deal, with a State of Phishing report from security firm SlashNext claiming that there 
were more than 255 million phishing attacks in 2022, a 61% increase from the year before. The Verizon 
Data Breach Investigations Report for 2022 says that only 2.9% of employees click through from 
phishing emails, but with billions of email addresses available to target, the raw numbers are still high. 

Even before the LastPass breach (see “LastPass Shares Details of Security Breach,” 24 December 
2022) and the news about a data leak containing email addresses of over 200 million Twitter users, I 
had been noticing more phishing attempts evading Gmail’s generally effective spam filters. I don’t entirely 
blame Gmail for this—in many cases, I can see how the messages would be hard to catch. 

In the past, many phishing attempts were obviously fake, and intentionally so. That’s because they only 
had to sucker people who were sufficiently inexperienced, credulous, or easily deceived that they would 
continue to go along with the scam. Now, however, I’m seeing phishing attempts that are more sophisti-
cated and harder to identify quickly. 

I’ve been examining phishing attempts for so long that it’s hard for me to imagine what might fool 
someone else, so I wanted to share some recent attempts that slipped past Gmail’s filters. For each mes-
sage, I’ve called out some of the ways I identified it as phishing. I suspect that most of you will assume that 
you would also easily have identified the message as fake, but remember, many people move rapidly 
through their email without reading carefully. Perhaps my calling out of some of the hallmarks of phishing 
attempts can help you or the people to whom you forward this article avoid being drawn in. 

Password Reset 
This phishing attempt 

purports to come from a 
system administrator in 
charge of my email do-
main and tries to lure me 
into clicking a button. 
The text isn’t very good, 
but the buttons are, and 
it’s easy to imagine some-
one who’s scanning too 
quickly clicking the but-
ton without even reading 
the text. But that would 
be a mistake! 
1. The Subject line for 

this message is glaring 
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https://venturebeat.com/security/report-phishing-attacks-jump-61-in-2022-with-255m-attacks-detected/
https://www.phishingbox.com/downloads/Verizon-Data-Breach-Investigations-Report-DBIR-2022.pdf
https://www.phishingbox.com/downloads/Verizon-Data-Breach-Investigations-Report-DBIR-2022.pdf
https://tidbits.com/2022/12/24/lastpass-shares-details-of-connected-security-breaches/
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/200-million-twitter-users-email-addresses-allegedly-leaked-online/
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SIG NEWS 

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, Feb 11, 2023, via a ZOOM video con-
ference. FYI: An email containing the the Meeting 
ID and password will be sent to all members. 

The meeting will be divided in to two parts. The 
First part starting at 10:00 will focus on Cloud Stor-
age (iCloud, Dropbox, Google Drive, OneDrive) 
Starting at 11:00 it will focus on iOS, helping every-
one become both comfortable and proficient with 
their iPhone, iPad, and iPod mobile devices.  

All are invited, but new users are especially encour-
aged to attend this meeting. Bring your tips and 
tricks, questions and suggestions.  

Go to: https://www.smmug.org/meeting-info 
to find the instructions for attending our ZOOM 
meetings. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.  

Scan this QR code to be taken to our  
SMMUG web site

ADVERTISING 
You can advertise your business or service 
through the Silicon Summit. 

RATES  
Per inch   $10 
Quarter page   $15  
Half page   $25  
Full page   $50  
Insert                  $15 

A 10% discount is applied for ads that 
run two or more months, except for in-

serts. 

Sponsoring Memberships are also avail-
able to merchants who want to see their 
business name and address listed on the 
front page. Sponsoring Memberships are 
$100 for one year.

MEETING DATES 
Our regular monthly General meetings are on the 
second Monday of every month. Upcoming 
meeting dates are as follows: 

Feb 13, 23 
Mar13, 23 
Apr 10, 23 
May 8, 23 
Jun 12, 23 
Jul 1, 230 
Aug 14, 23 
Sep 11, 23 
Oct 9, 23 

Nov 13, 23 
Dec 1, 231 

————————- 
Our regular monthly SIG meetings are on the 
second Saturday of every month. Upcoming 
meeting dates are as follows: 

Feb 11, 23 
Mar 11, 23 
Apr 8, 23 

May 13, 23 
Jun 10, 23 
Jul 8, 23 
Sep 9. 23 

Oct 14, 23 
Nov 11, 23 

                                                                              

MISSED AN ISSUE? 

You can find the previous issues of the Sili-
con Summit posted in PDF format at the 
SMMUG website.

THIS MONTH AT SMMUG 

February 13, 2023
6:00 Q&A Session 
6:45 Networking Break 
7:00 Safari, on both macOS and iOS; Key-
chain by Mark Pimentel 
8:00 Adjourn 

Silicon Summit is a monthly publica-
tion of the Silicon Mountain Mac-
intosh User Group, Inc.  
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L. Davenport 

Web Masters 
Jeff Jensen, Ralph Woodard 

Apple Ambassador 
Mark Griffith 
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publication and has not been 
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marks of Apple Inc., used under 
license. Views and opinions ex-
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those of the authors and not of 
SMMUG. 
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Announcements 
February Presentation 

Mark will discuss and demonstrate the Apple native web browser, Safari, on both macOS and iOS. 
At the end of this session, you should be comfortable using Safari while navigating the web, adding and managing bookmarks as well as customiz-

ing your web browsing experience. 
In addition, you’ll learn how Keychain (Apple’s native password manager) interacts with Safari; The difference between a browser and a search en-

gine; And what to do if (when) Safari ends up on a website that’s been hijacked. 

Door Prizes For The February Meeting: 
Rebelle [software] 
Eero 6 Mesh Network Wifi System 
$10 Apple gift card 

Club News
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to me because I know how tidbits.com is managed—I do it! So this one wasn’t going to fool me, but I could imagine someone getting a similar 
message that identified their domain and thinking it was from the IT department. Putting the email address in the Subject might get some people 
to click because it feels personalized. 

2. It feels weird to me that the From line of the message is also tidbits.com. Even if an administrator had to email users about a required password 
reset, I would expect a name or a role to appear here. 

3. The body of the message is a giveaway. The phisher clearly doesn’t know my name and is thus addressing it to my username. With additional data 
being leaked all the time, however, there’s no guarantee that phishers won’t start personalizing messages more thoroughly. The other problem with 
this text is that it doesn’t sound like it was written by a native speaker of English. There’s a difference between someone who’s just a weak writer and 
someone who doesn’t think in English, and the phrase “please kindly reconfirm Password” screams “non-native speaker.” (I presume that phishing 
attempts are localized into other languages for people in other countries, so replace “English” with whatever your native language is.) 

4. These buttons are pretty good—they look official, they’re consistently capitalized, and one is clearly the default. But anything that contains the 
word “password” and tries to get you to click should set off warning bells. 

5. The phisher should have stopped with the buttons. I adore this small text, which tries to claim that what you’re looking at is a system notification, 
not an email message, and you can’t reply to it. Yeah, sure, buddy. 

6. Finally, we come to an even smaller line of text that sounds like an AI wrote it, in that it makes a nominally true but largely meaningless statement. 
I guess I could imagine a beleaguered system administrator writing something similarly banal, but to me, it grates. 
Interestingly, when I clicked 

either of those buttons (the risks 
I take for you, loyal readers!), I 
was directed to a Web page that 
showed the progress dialog on 
the left and then tried to get me 
to log in with the dialog on the 
right. I didn’t take it any further. 
It’s worth emphasizing that you 
shouldn’t click buttons or links 
in a phishing email since that 
might put your email address 
on a list of “dupes who click 
stuff” and invite even more 
phishing messages. 

VoiceNote Notification 
My next example pretends to be a notif-

ication of a voice note. Again, since I’m the 
person who would have set up any voice note 
system, this phishing attempt is wasted on 
me, but in a large organization where people 
don’t know what IT is up to? Not inconceiv-
able. 
1. I could see someone opening this message 

because the Subject isn’t problematic. I 
tend to think that if your email address 
ends up in the Subject line, it’s probably 
spam, but I don’t know if everyone thinks 
that way. The copyeditor in me also takes 
note of the two spaces between “Voice-
Note” and “Notification” and the fact that 
“To” is capitalized. It’s unprofessional and 
looks wrong, but real emails could have 
similar mistakes. 

2. I wonder if this is the same phisher as in 

Continued from page 1
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the previous attempt since it’s 
again clumsily attempting to fool 
me into thinking the message is 
from a system administrator at my 
domain. In fact, what’s happened 
here is that the phisher has forged 
my address, which my email 
client, Mimestream, indicates by 
showing my avatar and putting a 
Sent tag over on the right. This 
message appears to be from me 
and to me, but many people 
wouldn’t pick up on those subtle 
cues. 

3. I’m not perturbed by the camel 
case in “VoiceNote,” which 
matches the Subject and could 
identify some product or service. 
But the capitalization and extra 
space in “MailBo x Arrived” is 
glaringly bad. Had it said, “You 
have received a VoiceNote.” more 
people might have believed it. I 
can’t believe I’m making editing 
suggestions for spam, but with 
services like ChatGPT, phishers 
won’t have trouble writing better 
text. They will have to be a little 
sneaky—ChatGPT tries to avoid 
helping miscreants. 

4. What’s with the asterisks, the peri-
ods, and the lack of a space in 
“120seconds”? I’d expect cleaner 
text in a notification purporting to 
be associated with some VoiceNote 
service. The timestamp is also sus-
piciously precise—I can’t see any 
real product designer allowing 
such detail. 

5. I’m so disappointed with this but-
ton! This phisher is far too enam-
ored of asterisks, and they couldn’t 
even stay consistent with the 
product name, switching suddenly 
to AudNote. 
And in fact, when I click the lame button…drumroll, please…it is the same phisher as the previous one! Same progress dialog, followed by the 

same login dialog. The first one arrived over a month ago, so it’s interesting that the phisher is continuing to probe me. I wonder if clicking the links 
will cause more to come. 

PayPal Money Request and Invoice 
My next two examples are devilishly good because they use real PayPal messages, complete with multiple bits of text warning about phishing. But 

there are still giveaways. These arrived a week apart and are almost certainly the work of the same phisher. 
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1. The To line in the left-hand message identifies some random person. This is a glaring but odd mistake since phishers can generally get your ad-

dress in the To line. The Resent-From line is also a clue because Mimestream is calling out the fact that the message was sent to and from the same 
person. 

2. In the right-hand message, the To line merely calls out “PayPal User” and uses a different Resent-From line. That’s less of a giveaway, but you 
should always be suspicious of messages that don’t seem to know who you are or that are sent by people you don’t know. (And if you know Tyrecia 
Waggoner, you have a tougher job.) 

3. Another poor job of personalization on the left-hand message. Although the formatting of this line looks wrong to me, when I compared it 
against a legitimate PayPal money request, it’s the same, albeit with my name. If the phisher had used my name rather than the email address of 
the person who showed up in the To and Resent-From lines, it would have been more convincing. 

4. I believe these two messages are from the same phisher, who is learning how to modify the PayPal messages better, since this one is addressed to 
“PayPal User.” That’s not too persuasive, but it’s easy to imagine it becoming more so. 

5. Who is Calvin Taenzler? Unless you know, you probably won’t fall for this request, even after reading the fake message about your Norton Secu-
rity subscription auto-renewing. I tried the phone number, but it wouldn’t connect—perhaps it was live back in December when I received this 
phishing attempt. 

6. The evolution of the PayPal scam continues. Instead of naming someone you won’t know, the message pretends to be an updated invoice for that 
fake Norton Security subscription, and if you don’t want it to auto-renew, you have to call a phone number. It’s easy to imagine someone with 
failing memory thinking they might have subscribed to Norton Security and calling to check. Like the other number, it wasn’t active anymore. 

https://search.brave.com/search?q=%22Calvin+Taenzler%22&source=web
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When I clicked the Pay Now button 

on the left-hand message, I was sent to 
a legitimate PayPal login screen. Need-
less to say, I didn’t go any farther, but 
unless PayPal has shut this account 
down, it seems like it could be collecting mon-
ey. Clicking the View and Pay Invoice button 
on the right-hand message also went to a legit-
imate PayPal page, but it displayed an error 
about the invoice being no longer available. 

If you receive PayPal phishing attempts, 
PayPal asks that you report them. Forward 
the messages to phishing@paypal.com and 
then delete them. Do not mark them as spam, 
or you might find legitimate PayPal messages 
being caught by your spam filter. 

Norton 360 Invoice 
The next two examples came a day apart 

and are very similar. Again, they seem to show 
a particular spammer—perhaps even the same 
one trying the Norton Security scam above—
testing different techniques. 
1. The Subject lines of these messages are both 

fairly effective—in both cases, I’d open 
them to see what they’re talking about. Notably, neither has any egregious spelling, capitalization, or grammatical errors. 

https://www.paypal.com/us/smarthelp/contact-us
mailto:phishing@paypal.com
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2. This phisher was lazy and just put some random letters in the From line. That’s a dead giveaway, and had I been working normally, I would have 

marked these messages as spam instantly. 
3. Notice that the To line says “undisclosed-recipients.” On its own, that doesn’t bother me much because it’s not uncommon to receive Bcc’d mes-

sages that end up with something like this in the visible To line. However, these messages purport to be individual billing reminders, complete 
with customer ID numbers, and it doesn’t make sense that a business that knows my ID number wouldn’t also know my name. 

4. Pay attention to the attachments here—both are JPEG images with names that don’t set off any major warning bells. The invoices appear in the 
message windows because Mimestream displays attached images that way. 

5. Without Mimestream showing the attachments in the body of the message, all you’d see is this one line of text: “Thanks for your” on the left and 
“Asap” on the right. That’s how these phishing attacks evade Gmail’s filters—there’s too little to go on to mark the messages as spam automatically. 
We’ve all sent brief messages that are a line of text and an attached image. 

6. On the left side, the NortonLifeLock logo is horizontally compressed. That’s a tell for me—no large company with basic competence would allow 
email to go out with the corporate logo squished. It’s different—and better—on the right. 

7. The text is the same on both sides, apart from the phone number, and it’s pretty bad. What is it about the intersection of English and whatever 
language so many phishers speak that they capitalize words with such abandon? If it looks like a message was suffering from a spasming Shift key, 
it’s almost certainly not legitimate. 

8. The table is a clever touch that makes the message seem more legitimate. I particularly like the row indicating that no sales tax was charged. Pay 
closer attention when a message starts to look real—a quick glance at a table like this could get you to click something if you weren’t reading care-
fully. Also, note that a day after the first message on the left, the phisher figured out how to avoid squishing the Norton logo and found a nicer 
place for it. 

9. Lastly, you can see on the right side that the phisher has used the NortonLifeLock logo again, but as a signature of sorts, and with the proper as-
pect ratio. That looks much more real than the Team Norton text signature on the left. In short, beware of graphics. They’re easily copied and are 
an easy way to make a message look more real. 

Server Maintenance 
For my final example, consider this message purporting to come from my company’s IT Support department. It’s trying to steal your email pass-

word because once an attacker 
controls your email, they can 
reset your password at other sites 
and compromise more sensitive 
accounts. Protect that email 
password above all else! 
1. The Subject line in this mes-

sage is once again pretty good. 
I’d open this message because 
even though I run all the 
TidBITS servers, they’re all 
hosted at companies like Ar-
custech and DigitalOcean. I 
already receive notifications 
from those companies about 
planned outages and the like, 
so this Subject line doesn’t set 
off many warning bells, apart 
from including my email 
address. 

2. Since the message purports to 
be from my IT department, 
having the From line be the 
domain isn’t seriously prob-
lematic, and the To line below 
is also correct. However, note 
the use of my avatar and the 
Sent tag off to the right. 
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That’s Mimestream indicating that the phisher forged the message to 
look like it came from me as well as being sent to me. Not all email 
programs provide such an indication. 

3. The table formatting in this message—particularly the dashed lines—
is rather odd. To me, the dashed lines scream “Fake!” although I don’t 
know if others would pick up on that. Pay attention to gut feelings 
that something isn’t right. 

4. Once again, the text is poor, with numerous mistakes that indicate 
that the message was composed by someone who doesn’t speak Eng-
lish natively or even bother to let auto-correct work. The claim that 
the IT department is deactivating accounts is designed to make you 
worry, but good IT departments wouldn’t just send email to see if an 
account was in use before deactivating it. 

5. This Confirm and Update button looks good and is an attractive 
target for someone scanning without reading carefully. Beware if you 
find yourself doing that! 

6. This second bit of text is nonsensical—I would hope that anyone 
reading it would get that, but perhaps that’s overly optimistic. 

7. I’m amused that the phisher invented “MailBox Corporations” and 
located it at One Microsoft Way. It’s a stylistic flourish but counter-
productive if the message is supposed to emanate from my company’s 
IT support department. Mismatches like this are another good hint 
that a message isn’t real. 
Clicking the Confirm and Update button loaded a generic cPanel 

login for a webmail service. It has a little trouble with its copyright sym-
bol, and I hope it wouldn’t fool anyone who was expecting to see their 
organization’s webmail system. I fed it a random email address and pass-
word and got an expected error, but I presume that all the data is being 
captured on the other side. 

Overall Advice 
I hope you’ve found this tour of a few selected phishing attempts helpful. As you can see, they vary widely in their sophistication and techniques, 

but with careful attention, you shouldn’t have much trouble resisting their siren calls. My main pieces of advice for identifying phishing attempts are: 
• Assume that you shouldn’t click anything in an email message until you’ve given it a closer look. It’s easy to skim and respond to a full inbox, 

which is exactly what phishers are counting on. 
• Read the text of the messages, looking for capitalization, spelling, and grammatical mistakes. Nothing prevents phishers from writing correct Eng-

lish, but it seldom happens. Pay special attention to the fine print at the bottom—it’s often more of a giveaway than anything else because phishers 
are trying to make the message look right without continuing the deception. 

• Evaluate any claim about something happening within your organization against what you know to be true. Would your IT department do 
something extreme like deactivating accounts with little warning? Even if that’s not inconceivable, it’s safer to ask someone in the organization if a 
message is real than to click buttons randomly. 

• Be careful when you see big, legitimate-looking buttons. They’re easy to make and can sucker people who don’t read the surrounding text careful-
ly. 

• If a message is just an attached image, it’s almost certainly fake. 
• With messages that don’t set off any other warning bells, like the PayPal phishing attempts above, be alert for names and email addresses that aren’t 

familiar. 
Good luck, and stay safe out there! 
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Is Your Future Distributed? Welcome to the Fediverse! 
by GLENN FLEISHMAN 

A new concept with old roots has started to come to the fore on the Internet: federation. Instead of a centralized system, typically run as the equiva-
lent of a single giant database by a company with a profit motive or investors to repay, federation relies on distributed servers. Each server, called an 
instance, runs a common protocol. Servers using that protocol agree to exchange nuggets of information, like brief posts or pieces of media. The best-
known and most popular example of a modern federated system is Mastodon, a micro-blogging network that has garnered great attention as the 
primary alternative to Twitter. (See this article’s sibling, “Mastodon: A New Hope for Social Networking,” 27 January 2023, for more about the ins 
and outs of what Mastodon is, why you might join, and how to use it.) 

The concept of federation has garnered recent attention because of the rise of the Fediverse, a set of open-source protocols that manage user activi-
ty on a server and the interchange of information among users on other, independently operated servers. (The most widely used such protocol is 
ActivityPub, supported by the World Wide Web Consortium, but there are others.) Server software—typically open-source as well—supports fed-
eration by allowing users to register accounts locally, then letting local users follow and be followed by users on both the local server and other servers 
within the Fediverse that run the same protocol. In essence, this open-source system builds a skein of connections across servers that don’t have to 
make prior arrangements to interact. 

There’s no center of the Fediverse. Each participant and each server has their own agenda, operating principles, and local data store. The connec-
tions among servers are all consensual, voluntary, and subject to change. No authority dictates whether a given server can or can’t connect to another; 
nor can an overarching authority 
demand that users or content be 
removed. (Governments and courts 
are another matter, but they are al-
ways extrinsic actors with regard to 
individual or commercial speech.) 

You can find Fediverse software for 
exchanging music, social network-
ing, and photo and music sharing, 
among many other purposes. This 
nifty site—non-authoritative by its 
nature!—explains the Fediverse in 
depth and lists a huge array of Fedi-
verse apps. I also love this graphic 
created last November by Per 
Axbom that visualizes many Fedi-
verse apps as branches and leaves of 
a tree. 

The Fediverse exists in stark con-
trast to most organizations’ central-
ized, commercial efforts to connect 
people via the Internet. It’s an exam-
ple of the ethos of IndieWeb, which 
simultaneously looks back to the best 
of the Internet’s earlier days and for-
ward to the best of what can be built 
today. The Fediverse is designed to 
share resources in a cooperative way 
that lifts all boats while also provid-
ing individual points of authority 
that decide how to connect to other 
independently operated networks 
and servers. 

Internet 

Source: axbom.com/fediverse

https://tidbits.com/2023/01/27/mastodon-a-new-hope-for-social-networking/
https://www.w3.org/TR/activitypub/
https://fediverse.party/en/fediverse/
https://fediverse.party/en/fediverse/
https://axbom.com/fediverse/
https://axbom.com/fediverse/
https://indieweb.org/
https://axbom.com/fediverse
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While your immediate interest may primarily be Mastodon—and for that, see the article linked above—the Fediverse is broader, a galaxy in which 

Mastodon is the language of peace among many star systems and trade routes, while co-existing with many other federated systems. Let’s dig into 
what the Fediverse is and what it means. 

Back to the Future of Non-Centralized 
Interactions 

In the universe of possibilities of how 
people communicate electronically with 
one another, the choices largely separate out 
into centralized, decentralized, and dis-
tributed. This is not a new distinction, as 
you can see in this network types diagram 
from an influential 1964 research 
paper by Paul Baran. 

Here are the definitions with services as 
examples: 
• Centralized: Twitter is centralized. One 

company owns the protocol, data, and 
servers. It manages the accounts, sets 
policies, and has total control over adver-
tising, what’s posted, who uses the ser-
vice, and how third parties can access the 
data. (To wit: Twitter’s abrupt banning of 
third-party app access to the company’s 
API with no notification—see “Twitter 
Bans Third-Party Client Apps,” 20 January 2023.) The center is the truth: the only place to interact with the abstract notion of what the service 
is. 

• Decentralized: DNS is decentralized. There is a hierarchy for the domain name system, which defines how parts of the Internet can be discretely 
named and associated with network IDs and other data. Certain resources in the domain name system are operated by central authorities who set 
some policies and operate many critical technical resources and servers. These authorities hold certain truths, like which servers hold the lists 
of .com and .org domains. Despite all that, within fairly loose constraints, anyone can host or delegate hosting of a domain name that they own, 
choosing all the associated values like subdomains, mail servers, site validation text entries, and so on. 

• Distributed: The Fediverse is distributed. Each Fediverse instance is its own Little Prince world that can choose to engage with other servers 
through federation, the interchange of information stored locally with other servers remotely. There’s no one in charge and no single place to go 
for definitive truth about the network. 

• The oldest among us might find this reminiscent of what used to be called store-and-forward systems, like the original FidoNet, UUCPNET, and 
BITNET. These were early examples of a kind of federation. Every server knew how to pass information destined for non-local accounts, even if 
that merely meant passing it along to the next server. With UUCP, for instance, mail could be addressed using bang routing, which listed out 
each server between the source and the destination. These networks were critical in the early days of internetworking when modems were expen-
sive, bandwidth scarce, and no backbone existed. 
Centralization is, by definition, in opposition to that spirit. It spread partly because of the cost of resources required to manage the necessary com-

putational and bandwidth requirements as the Internet grew richer in media and more complicated. The technical bar to entry also deterred mass 
adoption. Newer services provided an easier on-ramp to some components of the Internet, and social networks captured audiences who primarily 
used email and a browser, and didn’t want to blog, build a Web site, or post on Usenet. 

Something that charts a new course on old paths has to demonstrate a thriving community, provide easy access, and work reliably. It’s hard to ar-
gue that all three of those exist today in the Fediverse, but each of those elements is heading in the right direction. 

Mastodon and the Fediverse represent something far better than Web 2.0—and vastly better than what’s already seen as the ill-fated, ridiculously 
branded metaverse/crypto-focused Web3. The Fediverse is more like Web 1++: what you liked back in the early days, only modern and much more 
of it. 

The Limits of Federation 
Federation has some drawbacks related in part to the lack of a central organization that handles infrastructure and policy. That said, these draw-

backs are really all two-edged swords, with both negative and positive aspects: 

https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_memoranda/RM3420.html
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_memoranda/RM3420.html
https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_memoranda/RM3420.html
https://tidbits.com/2023/01/20/twitter-bans-third-party-client-apps/
https://tidbits.com/2023/01/20/twitter-bans-third-party-client-apps/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Little_Prince
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FidoNet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UUCP#UUCPNET_and_mapping
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BITNET
https://tldp.org/LDP/nag/node192.html
https://seths.blog/2022/12/slow-modems/
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• Instances choose which other instances to federate with. There’s no way to force an instance to exchange messages with every other instance. An 

instance you’re on may block lots of others for trivial reasons. Generally, that’s not the case because capriciously run instances wind up only with 
users who strongly agree with those capricious decisions (which sounds a lot like Twitter these days). 

• Instances that are media-heavy, user-heavy, or interaction-heavy may have higher server and bandwidth costs than less-loaded instances—perhaps 
thousands of dollars per month instead of just a few dollars a month for a smaller instance. 

• The admins who run an instance have a burden of moderation to ensure users on their instance are happy and that the instance isn’t engaged in 
activities that violate the law. In the US, instances also have to be responsive to Section 230 requests, legally binding demands to remove reported 
content immediately. 

• Most instances are run by an individual or small group volunteering their time and donating their money. Few involve paid staffers. Thus, every 
minute an admin or moderator spends dealing with something structurally, socially, or legally wrong is time stolen from something else they could 
be doing. 

• ActivityPub, the underlying protocol, wasn’t designed to be efficient in the face of massive interconnections among servers. This can lead to long 
delays in message propagation. However, because ActivityPub is open source, developers are actively working to improve efficiency. 
You might recognize some of these problems from email, which is effectively a federated service despite the massive numbers of consumer and 

business email accounts hosted by Apple, Google, and Microsoft, as well as for employees by large corporations. For instance, the admins who run 
email servers can and do block mail from going to or being received from other email servers; constantly updated lists of bad actors aid that process. 
Individual email recipients can use tools to block messages from individuals or entire domains. (In contrast, admins of federated servers may have to 
examine individual messages constantly, something that’s rarely done with email). Email used to suffer from limitations on email attachment size and 
volume of messages sent, sometimes resulting in huge backlogs in receiving email. These issues have subsided over time as the costs of bandwidth and 
running servers have dropped. 

Despite these problems, email has thrived. Turn-of-the-century predictions that email would become increasingly balkanized, with servers interact-
ing only with subsets of other servers, didn’t come to pass. One specific worry was that any given email message might not be able to get from here to 
there, wherever there was, because of a block in between. That hasn’t happened. The success of email as a decades-long experiment in federation 
should give us hope. 

In the Fediverse, most instances do block other instances. But it’s typically a subset of other instances for various bright-line reasons. The most 
common are instances used by people with extremist ideologies. This so-called defederation—blocking traffic from another instance—happens at 
the discretion of the admins of an instance. Within Mastodon, in particular, you can also mute or block accounts or entire instances aside from the 
instance on which your Mastodon account is hosted. You then will never see that individual or posts from that instance. 

Admins can also take various moderation actions against individuals and posts or other items. In the Mastodon world, some instances have a ro-
bust moderation team and a detailed acceptable use policy. Some even have a review board or advisory group to ensure fairness and offer recourse. 
Moderation doesn’t benefit from scaling, making it a challenge as the Fediverse grows. An increase in users and activities could result in the heavy-
handed removal of posts and people or insufficient throttling of bad actors. That, in turn, could lead to other instances being defederated from an 
instance that is either too severe or not severe enough! 

Fortunately, while every account must live on a particular instance, you own your social graph, your connections with other people. You can mi-
grate your identity from one server to another, bringing followers and those you follow along, and leaving behind an automated forwarding address. 
(With Mastodon, your posts don’t migrate but remain in amber on the previous server unless an admin there removes the account.) If you’re blocked 
or banned on the instance where the account you want to migrate lives, that naturally introduces complexity. 

If a given Fediverse project, including the underlying ActivityPub protocol, became too radical in its behavior, it could be forked, or become a du-
plicate of the project taken in a new direction, because most of these efforts are open source. People running instances that use a protocol could opt 
to install the forked version if they didn’t like the primary direction. This could split up the Fediverse or a service within it, but in practice, most forks 
don’t deviate far from the primary branch. 

Not all apps compatible with the Fediverse are dedicated to it. For instance, Manton Reese’s Micro.blog service supports ActivityPub as a format 
and enables it by default on accounts created starting in October 2022. In Mastodon, you can add a Micro.blog user’s feed as easily as adding an-
other Mastodon user. WordPress users can install an ActivityPub plug-in (in beta) to allow similar feed subscriptions. The Fediverse is also highly 
flexible around RSS, using it as a sort of lingua franca to obtain non-interactive feeds. 

Is the Future One in Which Divided, We’re United? 
The future of the Fediverse isn’t dependent on mass adoption by hundreds of millions of people. No company has to pay thousands of employees 

or maintain massive server resources. Instead, it’s predicated more on momentum and commitment. Open-source projects and volunteer-run servers 
require people who believe what they’re doing is worthwhile, whether from enlightened self-interest or generosity. 

The excitement over the Fediverse is that we could see the blossoming of a dream held in the equivalent of an Internet seed vault for nearly two 
decades, thanks to the current focus on Mastodon. As blogs died, RSS receded, and people owned less of what they posted and their relationships 
with others, the question was whether the seeds of the dream of a distributed Internet would die ungerminated. The Fediverse is fresh soil. Let’s see 
what blooms.

https://www.patreon.com/posts/on-our-policy-74436103
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2022/11/mastodon-private-and-secure-lets-take-look
https://micro.blog/
https://help.micro.blog/t/mastodon-and-activitypub/95
https://wordpress.org/plugins/activitypub/
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their 
website and see past and current cartoons and other things
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS 
iPhones and iPads Now Require a Passcode on Every Backup/Sync 

by ADAM ENGST 
Back in late October 2022, annoyed reports started to appear on TidBITS Talk complaining that connecting an iPhone or iPad to a Mac to back 

up or sync abruptly began to require entering the device’s 
passcode every time. The “Trust This Computer?” passcode 
prompt appeared whether connecting via USB or Wi-Fi. It 
also appeared when using the iMazing utility to trigger iOS 
device backups. Before this change, your device prompted 
for its passcode only when it was freshly set up and hadn’t 
yet connected to the Mac or when you connected to a new 
Mac. (It’s also possible you would get the prompt after a 
major change, but that wasn’t documented or consistent.) 

An iMazing blog post explains the situation. In iOS/
iPadOS 16.1 and iOS/iPadOS 15.7.1, Apple started 
prompting on every connection in response to a vulnera-
bility reported by security researcher Csaba Fitzl. In short, 
Fitzl showed that an attacker with physical access to your 
Mac and device could use macOS’s AppleMobileBackup 
command-line utility to trigger a backup to an unprotected 
location. Since local iOS/iPadOS backups lack encryption 
unless you add a password, the attacker might be able to 
extract user data from the relocated backup.  

It’s vanishingly unlikely that this would ever happen to most people: someone would have to have access to your unlocked Mac, your device, and 
the knowledge to run the exploit. It’s the kind of vulnerability leveraged by government agents, criminals, and others with either state-authorized li-
cense or nefarious intent. 

Instead of preventing AppleMobileBackup from backing up to custom locations without additional permission, Apple chose to mitigate the vul-
nerability by forcing the user to enter the device’s passcode on every backup or sync connection. And it works: Apple’s new approach prevents the 
backups from being directed to an unprotected location unless an attacker knows your device’s passcode. If they know the passcode, there’s far worse 
that they could do with your iPhone or iPad and the data stored on it. 

Unfortunately, Apple’s solution is particularly ham-handed because it adds a non-trivial step to every USB or Wi-Fi connection attempt by every 
iOS/iPadOS user who backs up or syncs locally. iCloud backups don’t suffer from this requirement, but they require an Internet connection, might 
use cellular data, and often need an iCloud+ subscription for the requisite storage space. Some people also don’t want to trust Apple’s iCloud security, 
although the release of Advanced Data Protection should reduce that concern (see “Apple’s Advanced Data Protection Gives You More Keys to 
iCloud Data,” 8 December 2022). 

More troubling is the way that these nonstop passcode prompts will desensitize users to entering their passcodes when asked. The more you’re 
asked for a password or passcode, the less attention you pay, increasing the chances that you’ll fall for a deceptive prompt from malware attempting to 
steal your credentials. 

Apple’s solution is also overkill. As noted, the likelihood of an attacker with sufficient skills having physical access to a normal user’s Mac and iPhone 
or iPad is extremely low. The solution is also quite different from Apple’s usual approaches to mitigating risk from physical attacks, which generally 
offer ways to enable or escalate the level of resistance depending on your needs. A motivated attacker would be more likely to figure out how to en-
capsulate the exploit into malware that would then exfiltrate user data from the device backup, a valuable vector that would probably be sold to a gov-
ernment for a highly targeted attack. Yes, Apple’s security engineers should address this vulnerability, but they should do so in a way that doesn’t wors-
en the general user experience. 

Practically speaking, you can suffer with entering the passcode on every backup—it doesn’t prevent you from making backups but breaks automat-
ed backups with iMazing and may cause you to back up less often. For most people, however, I recommend iCloud backups because they happen 
automatically, without any human interaction. Nor do they consume space on your Mac, which can be significant, particularly if you have multiple 
devices with lots of data. 

Frankly, I was unimpressed with the overall user experience of the Mac-based device backup workflow. While experimenting with local backups for 
this article, I had to pull the plug on my iPhone 14 Pro backup before it zeroed out the free space on my Mac. My iMac’s 1 TB SSD had about 150 

https://talk.tidbits.com/t/suddenly-having-to-enter-passcode-when-backing-up-an-unlocked-iphone/20376?u=ace
https://talk.tidbits.com/t/apple-releases-ios-15-7-1-and-ipados-15-7-1-to-fix-security-vulnerabilities-on-older-devices/20344/2?u=ace
https://talk.tidbits.com/t/ios-15-7-2-and-ipados-15-7-2-block-exploited-security-vulnerability/20766/11?u=ace
https://imazing.com/
https://imazing.com/blog/ios-backup-passcode-prompt
https://theevilbit.github.io/posts/cve-2022-32929/
https://theevilbit.github.io/posts/cve-2022-32929/
https://twitter.com/theevilbit
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GB free after backing up 32 GB from my 10.5-inch iPad Pro, and it was happy to start backing up my iPhone 14 Pro, which has about 112 GB 
used. Unfortunately, the backup wasn’t complete when macOS warned me that my disk was almost full with less than 3 GB available. The numbers 
should have worked out but clearly didn’t, in yet another example of why free space is difficult for even Apple to calculate. 

Plus, when I canceled one of the “Trust This 
Computer?” prompts on my iPad, the Finder 
displayed the dialog on the left below. Since I 
didn’t want to try again, I clicked Cancel and got 
the dialog on the right. Talk about amateur hour! 

What I didn’t realize until Shamino mentioned 
it in the comments is that canceling the “Trust 
This Computer?” prompt prevents the backup 
from happening, but allows the sync to continue. 
That’s functionally helpful but confusingly ob-
scure. 

Finally, even though macOS failed to calculate 
the amount of free space correctly in the end, it did 
realize it would have to reclaim purgeable space by 
deleting unnecessary files. That’s expected behavior, but it can cause problems for apps, such as Fantastical, which 
alerted me that it was unexpectedly terminated because of having its files deleted unexpectedly.  

Apple’s change reinforces my preference for iCloud backups, and I can see it causing many people to abandon 
local backups and synchronization for iCloud. I’m not one to subscribe to conspiracy theories about Apple using 

security as an excuse to push people into paying for 
iCloud+, but this poorly implemented solution doesn’t 
instill confidence. If Apple wants to dispel such specula-
tion, it should release iOS and iPadOS updates that elimi-
nate the repetitious passcode requirement alongside ver-
sions of macOS that fix AppleMobileBackup properly. 
  Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have to go delete those local 
test backups that just ate all my free disk space. Luckily, Apple makes that easy. When manag-
ing an iOS device in the Finder, click Manage Backups, select the desired backup, and click 
Delete Backup. (You can also Control-click a backup and choose Show In Finder to delete the 
backups manually.) Bye-bye, backups. 

A Fix for MobileDeviceUpdater’s “Installation Failed” 
by ADAM ENGST 

Of all the processes Apple manages under the hood of macOS, 
few are as mysterious as MobileDeviceUpdater. When macOS 
requires a driver update to talk to a USB-connected iPhone or 
iPad, this software agent launches an installer that doesn’t look like 
any other macOS activity. 

Despite MobileDeviceUpdater’s alert sometimes causing people 
to wonder if it’s malware or a phishing attempt, it’s a real and nec-
essary update that you must install to enable your Mac to talk to 
your iPhone or iPad. Because you might update your devices on 
different schedules, it’s common to end up in a situation where an 
older version of macOS doesn’t know how to interact with a newer 
version of iOS or iPadOS. 

When you see this alert after plugging your iPhone or iPad into 
your Mac, go ahead and click the Install button. You’ll see a 
progress window for downloading and installing. When it finishes, 
all will be well—or should be! 

The installation can fail. What do you do in that event? Apple 
provides no suggestions about how to resolve the problem if you 

https://talk.tidbits.com/t/iphones-and-ipads-now-require-a-passcode-on-every-backup-sync/21002/4?u=ace
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see this dialog at the end of the installation. 

I hadn’t experienced this problem until about a 
month ago when I plugged my iPad Pro into a 2020 
27-inch iMac running macOS 12 Monterey. I wasn’t 
even trying to sync; I just wanted to charge. Although I 
never sync my iPad or iPhone over USB, I figured I’d 
agree to the installation to prevent future dialogs from 
nagging me. So you can imagine my irritation when an 
installer that I didn’t even want to run failed. I tried 
restarting the iPad and the Mac, but neither made any 
difference. 

By happenstance, TidBITS reader 
James Weil posted a solution on Tid-
BITS Talk a few days later. It was my 
lucky day, and now it may also be yours. 
Follow these steps: 
1. In versions of macOS before macOS 

13 Ventura, open System Preferences > 
Sharing; for Ventura, open System Set-
tings > General > Sharing. 

2. Uncheck every service that’s enabled. 
For me, it was Media Sharing, Content 
Caching, and AirPlay Receiver.  

3. macOS 12 Monterey’s version of Sys-
tem Preferences is shown above, but the 
same actions happen with switches in 
Ventura. 

4. Unplug the iPhone or iPad and then 
plug it back in. 

5. When MobileDeviceUpdater prompts 
you again, click Install. This time the 
software update should download and 
install correctly. Interestingly, the down-
load took significantly longer to com-
plete than when it failed, with a several-minute 
progress bar. That suggests the problem relates to the 
download. 

6. Enable the services in Sharing that you previously 
turned off. 
Because I successfully ran through this process in De-

cember, after James first posted, I was a little surprised 
when the same error cropped up again just now. It seems that the error can recur, forcing you to repeat this process each time new software updates 
cause your Mac and iPhone or iPad to fall out of sync. 

Confusingly, it didn’t appear that any one of the enabled services was at fault. I turned off the three services I had enabled one at a time, attempting 
an installation before re-enabling the service and moving on to the next. I didn’t expect Media Sharing or AirPlay Receiver to be the culprit, but I 
could imagine a connection between MobileDeviceUpdater and Content Caching. But no: leaving any of the services running caused MobileDe-
viceUpdater to fail. As soon as I disabled them all, it downloaded and installed fine, just as James said it would. 

This solution is deeply unsatisfying, along the lines of voodoo fixes of yesteryear like rebuilding the Desktop or zapping PRAM. I’m open to sug-
gestions for what might cause the problem, but without such an explanation, I can’t guarantee that this solution will work for you. At least it’s easy to 
try. (And if it doesn’t work, post in the comments below, particularly if you find another solution.) 

Apple should put in the time to fix this problem once and for all. 

https://talk.tidbits.com/t/fix-a-software-update-is-required-to-connect-to-iphone-fails-to-install/20793?u=ace
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Apple Releases iOS 16.3, iPadOS 16.3, and macOS 13.2 Ventura with Hardware Security Key Support 
by ADAM ENGST 

Apple’s engineers have been hard at work since the holiday break, since it has been barely a month since the last non-trivial update to the compa-
ny’s operating systems (see “Apple Releases iOS 16.2, iPadOS 16.2, macOS 13.1 Ventura, watchOS 9.2, and tvOS 16.2,” 13 December 2022). 
The company has now released iOS 16.3, iPadOS 16.3, macOS 13.2 Ventura, and watchOS 9.3 with one new feature, a new wallpaper and 
watch face for Black History Month, a collection of bug fixes, and a dose of security updates. Apple said nothing about updates to tvOS or Home-
Pod Software. 

The most notable change in iOS 16.3, iPadOS 16.3, and macOS 13.2 is 
Security Keys for Apple ID, a feature that allows you to strengthen the se-
curity of your account by requiring a physical security key to log in. I’ll ad-
mit a complete lack of experience with such hardware keys, but the name I 
hear most frequently is YubiKey, the umbrella name for a variety of hard-
ware keys from Yubico. They’re not particularly expensive, and some even 
let you authenticate with a fingerprint, just like Touch ID. 

Using a security key to protect an Apple ID is overkill for the vast majori-
ty of Apple users, but for anyone who’s a high-value target, it could be a 
welcome addition. Remember, high-value targets aren’t just politicians, 
high-ranking executives, journalists, and activists—they also include anyone 
with access to key systems, which could 
include lower-level IT support staff. 

Apart from the addition of Security 
Keys for Apple ID and support in iOS 
and iPadOS for the second-generation 
HomePod (see “Second-Generation 
HomePod Supports Spatial Audio, 
Temperature/Humidity Monitoring, 
and Sound Recognition,” 18 January 
2023), these are largely maintenance 
releases. iOS 16.3, iPadOS 16.3, and 
macOS 13.2 all fix a bug in the Freeform 
digital whiteboard app that blocked 
some drawing strokes created with a 
finger or an Apple Pencil from appearing 
on shared boards. Plus, iOS and iPadOS 
both address an annoying issue that pre-
vented Siri from responding properly to 
music requests. 

You should know about two other 
iPhone-specific changes. First, to prevent 
inadvertent emergency calls, Emergency 
SOS calls now require holding the side 
button with the up or down volume 
button and then releasing. It’s not quite 
clear how this differs from the previous 
behavior, and I don’t dare test this for fear 
of actually calling 911. Nevertheless, visit 
Settings > Emergency SOS, verify your 
settings, and read the help text. Second, a 
new Unity wallpaper honors Black histo-

Macs & macOS
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ry and culture in celebration of Black History Month. 

Beyond those changes, iOS 16.3 fixes bugs that: 
• Caused the wallpaper to appear black on the Lock Screen 
• Temporarily displayed horizontal lines while waking up an iPhone 14 Pro Max 
• Blocked the Home Lock Screen widget from accurately displaying Home app status 
• Prevented Siri requests in CarPlay from being understood correctly 

watchOS 9.3 supposedly gets “new features, improvements and bug fixes,” but the only thing Apple is willing to describe is a new Unity Mosaic 
watch face to honor Black history and culture in celebration of Black History Month. 

Sadly, it doesn’t appear that Apple has changed the requirement to enter a passcode every time an iPhone or iPad tries to back up to a Mac, as we 
outlined in “iPhones and iPads Now Require a Passcode on Every Backup/Sync” (11 January 2023) 

All the operating systems receive security updates as well. As far as Apple is saying, none of the addressed vulnerabilities have been exploited in the 
wild. 
• iOS 16.3 and iPadOS 16.3: 12 security vulnerabilities 
• macOS 13.2 Ventura: 22 security vulnerabilities 
• watchOS 9.3: 11 security vulnerabilities 

Given that the scope of the changes in these updates is quite small and none of the fixed security vulnerabilities are being exploited in the wild, you 
can take a few days or a week to update—there’s no huge hurry. 

New Mac mini and MacBook Pro Models Powered by M2 Pro and M2 Max 
by ADAM ENGST 

Surprise! We’re not accustomed to mid-January releases from Apple since the demise of Macworld Expo, but the company returned to the sched-
ule of yesteryear to unveil its new M2 Pro and M2 Max chips and the Macs they power. New Mac mini models sport the M2 and the M2 Pro, and 
new MacBook Pro models are powered by the M2 Pro and M2 Max. You can also watch the 19-minute intro video. 

All these Macs are available to order now and will ship and arrive in stores on 24 January 2023. Customers in Australia, China, Hong Kong, 
Japan, Macau, New Zealand, and Singapore will have to wait until 3 February 2023 to receive their orders. 

M2 Pro and M2 Max 
First up, the chips. As with their M1-family predecessors, the M2 Pro and M2 Max are expanded versions of the base M2. 

• The M2 Pro offers a 10-core or 12-core CPU and a 16-core or 19-core GPU. It also includes either 16 GB or 32 GB of on-chip unified memory 
that works at 200 gigabytes per second. 

https://tidbits.com/2023/01/11/iphones-and-ipads-now-require-a-passcode-on-every-backup-sync/
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• The M2 Max has a 12-

core CPU with either a 30-
core or 38-core GPU. Uni-
fied memory options in-
clude 32 GB, 64 GB, and
—with the 38-core GPU 
model—96 GB. 
Apple said that both chips 

provide 20% better CPU 
performance than their M1 
counterparts, 30% better 
GPU performance, and 40% 
better Neural Engine perfor-
mance. In specific app 
benchmarks, Apple claims 
improvements of 25%–40%. 
We’ll see if those claims hold 
up in real-world testing, where 
the M2 proved about 15%–
20% faster than the M1. 

Regardless, it seems that the M2 Pro and M2 Max do pretty much what everyone expected in terms of improving on the M1 Pro and M1 Max. 
So, how is Apple using these chips? 

Mac mini with M2 and M2 Pro 
No one watching the Mac 

mini was surprised that Apple 
announced an M2 Mac mini
—that writing was on the wall 
as soon as the M2 chip de-
buted with the MacBook Air 
and 13-inch MacBook Pro 
(see “Apple Unveils M2-
Powered MacBook Air and 
Updated 13-Inch MacBook 
Pro,” 6 June 2022). Even 
more welcome, however, is the 
addition of a reasonably priced 
M2 Pro Mac mini that brings 
Apple’s diminutive desktop 
Mac to an audience that 
wanted more power than the 
M1 Mac mini but didn’t want 
to jump to the Mac Studio. 

How do the two models 
compare? 
• The M2 Mac mini starts at $599 and provides an 8-core CPU and 10-core GPU with unified memory configurations of 8 GB, 16 GB ($200), 

or 24 GB ($400). In terms of storage, the base level is 256 GB, but you can increase that to 512 GB ($200), 1 TB ($400), or 2 TB ($800). It 
provides only two Thunderbolt 4 ports. 

• The M2 Pro Mac mini starts at $1299 for a 10-core CPU and 16-core GPU, but you can bump that up to an M2 Pro with a 12-core CPU and 
19-core GPU for $300. You also get 16 GB of unified memory and 512 GB of storage for that base price. 32 GB of memory is $400 more, and 
storage upgrades are 1 TB ($200), 2 TB ($600), 4 TB ($1200), and 8 TB ($2400). It offers more connectivity options with four Thunderbolt 4 
ports. 
Of course, the Mac mini lacks a built-in screen. Happily for multiple-monitor mavens, Apple enhanced external display support such that even 
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the M2 Mac mini supports two displays: one at up to 6K resolution over Thunderbolt and another at 5K resolution over Thunderbolt or 4K resolu-
tion over HDMI. 

When you mix an M2 Pro with Apple’s latest HDMI support, things become even more interesting for those who need either ultra-high resolu-
tions or extremely fast refresh rates. The M2 Pro Mac mini can drive up to three displays: two at up to 6K resolution over Thunderbolt and a third at 
4K resolution over HDMI. However, if you connect only two displays to the M2 Pro Mac mini, it can drive one at 6K resolution over Thunderbolt 
and the second one at 4K resolution at 144 Hz over HDMI. Drop to a single display over HDMI, and it can run either at 8K resolution at 60 Hz or 
4K resolution at 240 Hz. Let us know in the comments if 8K resolution or 144/240 Hz refresh rates are important to you, and why. 

On both Mac mini models, Gigabit Ethernet is standard, and 10 Gigabit Ethernet adds $100. Along with the two or four Thunderbolt 4 ports 
and the HDMI port, both models include two USB-A ports and a 3.5 mm headphone jack. In terms of wireless connectivity, the new Mac mini 
models support the latest Wi-Fi 6E, which takes advantage of a new swath of unlicensed spectrum in the 6 GHz band to offer faster performance 
over short distances with new Wi-Fi 6E-capable routers. They also have Bluetooth 5.3, which might improve the Bluetooth experience. 

Putting it all together, these updates to the Mac mini may change your buying equations. The M2 Mac mini becomes even more of a solid entry-
level desktop Mac thanks to the M2’s improved performance, the option for 24 GB of memory, and Apple dropping the price by $100 to $599. 

More interesting is the M2 Pro Mac mini, which provides significantly more performance in the Mac mini form factor, along with higher memo-
ry and storage ceilings and more Thunderbolt ports. The real question for those considering a purchase soon becomes how a tricked-out M2 Pro 
Mac mini compares with an M1 Max Mac Studio. AppleInsider has compared the two, and if you’re considering either, you’ll want to build your 
own comparison sheet. Of course, Apple is sure to update the Mac Studio with the M2 Max and eventual M2 Ultra at some point in the next 6–12 
months, which will give the Mac Studio a more significant performance edge, particularly if Apple doesn’t raise its prices. And who knows, maybe 
Apple will eventually release the promised Mac Pro with Apple silicon—maybe it will be essentially an M2 Ultra Mac Studio in a case that provides 
internal expansion options. 

One final note—Apple quietly dropped the Intel-based Mac mini from the product line, leaving the Mac Pro as the remaining remnant of the 
Intel chip era. 

14-inch and 16-inch MacBook Pro with M2 Pro and M2 Max 
With its new 14-inch 

and 16-inch MacBook 
Pro models, Apple 
changed only the laptops’ 
innards, upgrading their 
chips to the M2 Pro and 
M2 Max and moderniz-
ing the wireless connectiv-
ity to Wi-Fi 6E and Blue-
tooth 5.3. For a longer 
discussion of the basic 
features, see “New 14-
inch and 16-inch Mac-
Book Pros Powered by 
M1 Pro and M1 Max 
Chips” (18 October 
2021). 

So, what do you get? 
• The 14-inch Mac-

Book Pro starts at 
$1999 for an M2 Pro 
with a 10-core CPU and 16-core GPU, 16 GB of memory, and 512 GB of storage. Chip upgrades include the 12/19-core (CPU/GPU) M2 Pro 
($300), the 12/30 M2 Max ($500), and the 12/38 M2 Max ($700). With memory, the M2 Pro configurations can upgrade to 32 GB ($400), 
whereas the M2 Max configurations start at 32 GB and let you go to 64 GB ($400) or 96 GB ($800, with the 12/38 M2 Max only). 

• The 16-inch MacBook Pro is $2499 for an M2 Pro with a 12-core CPU and 19-core GPU, 16 GB of memory, and 512 GB of storage. Chip 
upgrades include the 12/30 M2 Max ($200) and the 12/38 M2 Max ($400). Memory is the same as with the 14-inch MacBook Pro, so the M2 
Pro configuration can upgrade to 32 GB ($400), and the M2 Max configurations start at 32 GB and let you go to 64 GB ($400) or 96 GB 
($800, with the 12/38 M2 Max only). 

https://www.wired.com/story/what-is-wi-fi-6e/
https://www.top2gadget.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-whats-new-in-bluetooth-version-5-3/
https://appleinsider.com/inside/mac-studio/vs/m2-pro-mac-mini-versus-mac-studio---compared
https://www.apple.com/macbook-pro-14-and-16/
https://www.apple.com/macbook-pro-14-and-16/
https://www.apple.com/macbook-pro-14-and-16/
https://www.apple.com/macbook-pro-14-and-16/
https://tidbits.com/2021/10/18/new-14-inch-and-16-inch-macbook-pros-powered-by-m1-pro-and-m1-max-chips/
https://tidbits.com/2021/10/18/new-14-inch-and-16-inch-macbook-pros-powered-by-m1-pro-and-m1-max-chips/
https://tidbits.com/2021/10/18/new-14-inch-and-16-inch-macbook-pros-powered-by-m1-pro-and-m1-max-chips/
https://tidbits.com/2021/10/18/new-14-inch-and-16-inch-macbook-pros-powered-by-m1-pro-and-m1-max-chips/
https://tidbits.com/2021/10/18/new-14-inch-and-16-inch-macbook-pros-powered-by-m1-pro-and-m1-max-chips/
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Along with the improved wireless connectivity, both MacBook Pro models have a MagSafe 3 charging port, HDMI for connecting a display, an 

SDXC card slot, a 3.5 mm headphone hack, and three Thunderbolt 4 ports (two on the left, one on the right). 
As with the new Mac mini models, the new MacBook Pro models boast better external display support thanks to the M2 Pro and M2 Max cou-

pled with improved HDMI capabilities. Configure one with an M2 Pro and, in addition to its built-in display, it supports either: 
• Up to two external displays with up to 6K resolution over Thunderbolt, or one at up to 6K resolution over Thunderbolt and another with 4K 

resolution at 144 Hz over HDMI 
• One external display at 8K resolution at 60 Hz or one at 4K resolution at 240 Hz over HDMI 

With an M2 Max, you can drive either: 
• Up to four external displays, three at up to 6K resolution over Thunderbolt and one at 4K resolution at 144 Hz over HDMI 
• Up to three external displays, two at up to 6K resolution over Thunderbolt and one at either 8K resolution at 60 Hz or 4K resolution at 240 Hz 

over HDMI 
As impressive as the specs are on these new MacBook Pro models, they change buying decisions only in the sense of giving those waiting for the 

next entrants in the M2 family freedom to get off the fence. If you’ve been holding out for an M2 Pro or M2 Max laptop, wait no longer. 
macOS Monterey 12.6.3 and Big Sur 11.7.3 

macOS Monterey 12.6.3 and Big Sur 11.7.3 
by AGEN SCHMITZ 

Apple has released macOS Monterey 12.6.3 and macOS Big Sur 11.7.3 to patch 14 and 7 security vulnerabilities, respectively. Both include 
patches for kernel vulnerabilities, a WebKit issue (also dealt with in the Safari 16.3 release), and a Screen Time privacy issue that could make it possi-
ble for an app to access information about your contacts. You can download these security updates using Software Update on Macs running Mon-
terey or Big Sur. Although Apple doesn’t say that any of these vulnerabilities have been exploited in the wild, we recommend updating fairly soon.

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT213604
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT213603
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Reviews
Rebelle 6 

by L. Davenport 

Escape Motion has just released a major upgrade to their Rebelle art program. Rebelle specializes in realistic looking watercolor, acrylic, and oil 
paintings. Rebelle offers real-time simulations of paint and ink flows, color blending, diffusion, and drying. It reproduces the ways media naturally 
behave including interactions with the canvas. It lets you paint, smear, re-wet, tilt and blow colors across the page, direct drops and runs, and create 
countless other effects with one or with a combination of several media together. 

Rebelle comes in two versions: a “Standard” and a “Pro”. The Pro version has additional tools that the Standard version does not have. This review 
will cover the Pro version. 

There are eight wet and dry media tools in Rebelle: Oil & Acrylic, Express oils, Watercolor, Ink Pen, Pencil, Pastels, Markers and Airbrush. Each 
brush is defined by its shape, grain, and a set of properties. 

Rebelle 6’s new features: 
• Favorites: You can duplicate a brush preset and then change the parameters of the new preset without modifying the original preset. You can make 

multiple modified tools and save them to the Favorites category so you can go directly to them. 
• User Interface: Rebelle 6 has a new Light theme for those who don’t like the Dark theme/look. 
• Fractal image processing: This is driven by machine learning and AI. The “fractals” will keep the high image quality while you are transforming and 

deforming layers or objects on the canvas. 
• Liquify tool: You can retouch or deconstruct your image to create artistic effects. The Liquify tool lets you push, expand, pinch, or twirl your art-

work. So if you want to give your (drawn/painted) female’s head a reshaped nose, 
you can without having to redraw the nose. Just push and pull until you are satisfied 
with the results. You can also “Reconstruct” and bring the modified image back to 
its original shape. 

• Transform and Warp tools: With these tools you can deform objects and modify 
proportions to achieve desired shapes. But instead of using your brush to push and 
pull parts of the image - the Warp tool sets up a grid with control points that you 
can use to modify your image.  

• Stroke length: This feature determines when the brush runs out of paint, just 
like in the real world. 

• Reference images with image guides: You can show reference images directly on the 
canvas. You can also use additional guidelines and master the positioning and pro-
portions (Figure 9). 

• Brush creator: The redesigned Brush Creator comes with many options to create 
new original brushes - Grunge, Textured, Granulation, and other brushes with great 
diversity. 

• Clipping & Mask Tools: Rebelle 6 comes with additional Layer Masks and Clip-
ping Masks tools for controlling the visibility of the layers. 

• New filters and filter masks: Gaussian Blur, Lens Blur and Sharpen, have been 
added to Rebelle’s Filter menu. These will help you achieve the best possible look for 
your artwork without the need of switching to another software. 

• Snap to Grids and Guides: Positioning objects becomes much easier with grids, 
guides and reference image guides. When Grids is turned on, an equally spaced set 
of horizontal and vertical lines appears on the canvas. Guides have a similar purpose, 
the difference is that you create every guide yourself. 

• Snap to Canvas bounds: You can show additional guides on the canvas called 
bounds. They can appear at the edges of the canvas, in the half, in thirds, and in the 
quarters of the canvas. 

Gallery example 1: “Ready for the night” (Water 
color painting) by Kuzayova
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• Fractal Image [Pro version] Processing for Liquify, Transform, Warp, 
and Canvas Size. 
There are too many new features to list them all. If you would like to see 

a detailed list of the new (and existing) features along which features are 
only available in the Pro version of Rebelle, go to the Escape Motion’s 
“About” web page and click on the “Detailed List” button (around half 
way down the page). It will also list the changes between Rebelle 3 -6 
versions. 

The following is a in-depth look at some of Rebelle’s features: 

Watercolors 
The Watercolor tool simulates painting with water-based pigments like 

watercolors or gouache. Watercolors can be transparent, semi-opaque, and 
opaque colors (Figure 2). The “Water” parameter sets the amount of wa-
ter applied by the brush. Lower numbers define a dry brush while higher 
numbers simulate color applications that readily spread and drip. There is 
also a “Blow” tool that blows a color that is wet in a direction of your stroke (Figure 5). 

Watercolor brushes have several different modes (Figure 3) that determine how each brush applies, blends, or removes color from the canvas. 
There is also an Erase Brush that will erase any colors it encounters on the 
canvas. 

Oil and Acrylic painting 
Paints can be glossy or matte, 

thin and translucent, or thick and 
impasto (layering paint so it stands 
out from the canvas’ surface leav-
ing ridges at the edges of the 
strokes (Figure 6)). The paint will 
spread, flow, and mix realistically 
(Figure 4). They will also interact 
in believable ways with the canvas 
and with other wet and dry media. 

There are settings which let you 
control the visibility of the canvas 
texture and/or the visibility of the 
canvas texture on the painted 

Watercolor Properties

Figure 2. Watercolor Blending modes       Figure 3. Paint modes                    Figure 4. Absorbency along with low and 
high Re-wet examples.

Figure 5. Rebelle’s Drip engine realistically replicates 
drips or color runs that are blown away from the central 
color. Also notice (in the left image) that the watercolors 
are slowly merging together where the different colored 
clouds touch.

Figure 6. Dirty 
brushes

Figure 8. This is an example of Im-
pasto oil strokes. Notice the elevated 
ridges in the strokes.

Figure 7. Oil and Acrylics 
Paint Modes

Oil and Acrylics Properties

https://www.escapemotions.com/products/rebelle/about
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strokes. 

The Dirty brush setting sets an oil brush to retain traces of a previously picked col-
or along with traces of any colors it encounters on the canvas. 

Express Oils - A paint tool based on oils aimed for fast sketching, concept design, 
preparation of underlying painting, or when you need to quickly cover large areas. 

Mixing Palette - You can put your colors on a separate mixing palette panel, then 
mix and blend them together before putting them onto the canvas. If you use color 
Pigments for painting, the color in the palette will be mixed according to the selected 
pigments (Cadmium Yellow, Cadmium Red, Prussian Blue, etc.). 

Brush Creator panel 
The Brush Creator panel (Figure 10) lets you customize an existing brush or create 

a new brush. This panel comes with a Brush Shape preview thumbnail that lets you 
see what the paint stroke will look like with the current brush settings. There is also a 
Grain preview thumbnail. Clicking on these thumbnails brings up the Shapes or 
Grains Image Libraries (the left side of Figure 10 shows the Shapes library). Simply 
click on the shape or grain that you want to use. Here are some (but not all) of the 
parameters that you can set in the Brush Creator Panel: 

Shape Parameters: 
• Pressure: If you are using a stylus and tablet, you can set the stylus’ Pressure para-

meters so that the images/strokes alternate based on the pressure or the tilt of the 
Stylus. 

• Glaze: Turning on glazing builds up the transparent layers of pigment on the can-
vas. Glazes are used on top of one another to build up depth and modify colors in a 
painting. 

• Smudge - You can select whether the brush mark of the wet media (oil, acrylic, 
watercolor, ink pen) should be smudged or not. When the smudge tool is active, 
the brush marks are smudged together to reduce the appearance of the individual 
marks. 

• Opacity Jitter - Specify how the opacity of paint varies in a brushstroke. 

Canvas Parameters: 
The Select Canvas window has various default canvas textures and canvas colors to 

choose from. The Canvas texture affects how brushes and tools behave when paint-
ing, blending, erasing or using any available tool. Here are some of the parameters that 
you can set: 
• Texture Strength - Set how much the canvas texture should influence the brush 

stroke. 
• Texture Contrast - Set how the texture contrast should be visible on the brush grain 

based on the pressure of the pen. 
• Use Deckled Edges - Select whether you want to apply Deckled edges (basically 

fuzzy fiber edges) on the selected paper/canvas (Figure 11). This gives it a hand 
made appearance. 

• Canvas Color - Choose canvas color from the system color palette. 
Once you have set your parameters, you can easily save your brush preset for later 

use. You can also share your brushes with the Rebelle painting community. 

Paper Presets 
You can select from the Default, Hot Pressed, Cold Pressed, Rough and Japanese paper 

presets to simulate the behavior of watercolors on different types of paper. Here is a brief 
description of the different paper types: 
• Hot pressed paper has a smooth, hard surface and an even texture. It offers a sleek finish 

Figure 10. The Brush Creator palette lets you 
modify current brushes or create new ones. In 
this example I selected/created a triangle shaped 
brush along with a course grain (as seen in the 
two thumbnails).

Figure 11. You can turn on the Deckled 
Edges option to get fuzzy edges on your 
paper.

Figure 9. This is an example of using reference 
image guides on the reference image (on the left) 
and on the canvas (on the right).
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and it’s great for mixed media work.  

• Cold pressed paper is a versatile and popular texture. Its semi-rough surface is suitable for both de-
tailed work and smooth washes. When you glide your brush over it, some of the paint settles on it 
while skipping the indentations of the grainy texture, leaving them blank. This creates beautifully 
textured brushstrokes. 

• Rough paper has a pronounced texture that’s good for washes and creates expressive brushstrokes 
that can provide a lot of character and emotion to a painting.  

• Japanese paper, canvases, and other materials are also available. No type of paper is better than the 
other. It all depends on your needs, your preferred techniques, and what look you are going for in 
your painting. 
So many ultra-realistic papers, canvases, and lithography stones either come with Rebelle or can be 

purchase separately (Figure 12). 

Paper settings 
• Absorbency - This lets you set the absorbency of paper which represents how fast the paper absorbs 

the washes. When it is set to 0, the washes diffuse for a longer time. 
• Re-wet - This sets how the primary wash reacts to the newly laid strokes. If the Re-wet is set low, 

new paint blends softer and beautifully mixes with the paint below. If it is set high, the new paint re-
wets the paint below faster and creates strong watercolor 
edges (Figure 4). 

• Texture Influence - This sets how much the canvas texture 
should influence the washes. When it is set to maximum, 
the washes gain a heavy texture from the underlying can-
vas.  

• Edge Darkening - This sets how dark the edges of water-
color strokes should get when dried. When set to 0, the 
edges don’t darken during the diffusion. 

Masking tools 
• Rebelle comes with stencils that you can use to place a 

particular pattern, shape or lines on the canvas, but you 
aren’t limited to these since you can create your own sten-
cils. Stencils act like a thin sheet of plastic with a pattern or letters cut out of 
it. These can be used to produce the cut design on the surface below by 
applying paint through the cuts. 

• Selections - Selections are easy masking tools that allow you to block off 
areas of the canvas you don’t want to change. Once an area is selected, the 
operations you carry out are limited to that specific area.  

• Masking Fluid Layer - Use a masking fluid layer to lock opaque pixels on 
the selected layer. This layer will serve as a masking layer, 

Multiple Reference Images 
Rebelle gives you the ability to bring in multiple reference images for your 

painting. Once imported, they appear in the Reference image panel (Figure 
14 upper right image). You can leave them there until needed or expand one 
or more into its own separate small window. These windows can be placed 
anywhere on your monitor(s). They can also be resized so you can see them 
better. Not only are these good for reference, but you can also pick colors di-
rectly from these images to be used in your current painting. 

Time-lapse Recording 
Rebelle gives you the ability to record your painting process from start to 

finish and then export your video in the .mp4 file format. Its preferences let 

Figure 13. The perspective tool allows expressing depth in 1, 2, or 3 point per-
spective.

Figure 12. There is a wide variety of 
papers, canvases, etc. that come 
with Rebelle or can be purchased 
separately.

Figure 14 . You can load multiple images into the Reference 
Images panel (top right pict). Afterward you can open these 
images individually or as a group.

https://www.escapemotions.com/products/rebelle/papers.php
https://www.escapemotions.com/products/rebelle/papers.php
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you set the frequency with which a capture of rhe canvas is 
made along with the number of frames captured per sec-
ond for rhe time-lapse video. You can also set the Resolu-
tion and Video size for the final video. 

Perspective Tool 
Have ever come across a drawing or painting where it 

just seems off to your eye? It is probably because the artist 
didn’t get his/her perspective right (you see a lot of this in 
the very old paintings when they didn’t know about per-
spective drawing). If you also have a problem with getting 
your perspective right, you can use Rebelle’s Perspective 
Tool. It helps you set up 1, 2, or 3 point perspective (Figure 
13). 

NanoPixel technology  
NanoPixel technology is based on machine learning 

which lets you macro zoom into the canvas in real-time to 
see infinite detail. 

You are also able to export your 
paintings 16x times larger for print 
without losing details. For example, a 
3000 x 2000 pixel large painting can 
be exported as 12000 x 8000 px. Re-
belle 6 will allow you to rescale your 
old painting from A4 to A0 and print 
it with an exquisite detail. Check out 
this video if you want to see NanoPixel 
in action: NanoPixel Technology 
available in Rebelle Pro.  

Other tools and Options 
• Brush line stabilization: You can use 

“Moving Average” or “Pulled String” 
tools to paint the perfectly smoothed line. 

• Photoshop plugin (Pro) - This is a communication channel used to transfer layers between between Rebelle and Photoshop CC 2015 - CC 2022. 
• More than 240 brush presets are included., e.g. palette knives, watercolor, or Sumi-e brushes, along with a set of realistic pencils and other dry me-

dia tools. You can also you can download additional (free) brushes from Rebelle’s online library. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: The watercolor blending and drip engines are quite impressive and the ability to add thin or thick oil or acrylics brushstrokes make the 
finish artwork look very realistic 
Requires: Minimum: Mac OS X 10.14, Intel i5 or equivalent AMD processor, 4GB RAM, 200MB hard disk space, graphics card with 1GB 

RAM, (OpenGL 3.3 required for Rebelle Pro).  
Recommended: Mac OS X 10.15, Intel i7 or equivalent AMD processor or Apple M1 chip with Rosetta 2, 16GB RAM, 1 GB hard 
disk space, graphics card with 2GB RAM, NVIDIA gtx760 for FullHD, NVIDIA gtx1060 for 4K screen, or equivalent graphics card, 
Wacom compatible tablet. Internet connection is required for activation. 

Company: Escape Motions 
Price: $89.99 Pro: $149.99 

Teachers & Students:  If you are an art teacher, you can get up to 20 free Rebelle licenses for your classroom. If you are a full-time student or 
teacher, you are eligible for a special discount on an individual license 

Available Trial Copy 

Gallery example 3: {No name] (Oil 
painting) by Ivan Gilbertt

Gallery example 5: “Flower Crowned 
Beauty” (Oil painting ) by MarshmallowsArts

Gallery example 4: “Nasty Pickup” (Water col-
or painting) by kenmo

Gallery example 2: “Beautiful Red-
head” (Acrylic) by Jay Hardy

https://youtu.be/eic-Ovf4MDM
https://youtu.be/eic-Ovf4MDM
https://youtu.be/eic-Ovf4MDM
https://www.escapemotions.com/products/rebelle/about
https://www.escapemotions.com/products/rebelle/download.php
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LastPass Shares Details of Security Breach 
by ADAM ENGST 

LastPass CEO Karim Toubba has announced that the password management company suffered a security breach last month, with attackers 
making off with unencrypted customer account data and customer vaults containing encrypted usernames and passwords. 

This could be a nightmare situation for LastPass, but most users shouldn’t be at significant risk because the company’s Zero Knowledge security 
architecture prevents it from having access to or knowledge of a user’s master password—the stolen data doesn’t contain any master passwords. This 
safeguard should prevent the attackers from decrypting the stolen usernames and passwords. 

LastPass has been fairly transparent about the breach, posting when it happened and following up this week with additional details. Although 
LastPass’s on-premises production environment was not breached, the attacker was able to leverage information captured in an earlier breach of a 
developer’s account in August 2022 to target another employee’s account in order to steal data from cloud-based storage that LastPass used for back-
up. (Arguably, these events are all part of a single breach.) 

This incident highlights weaknesses in LastPass’s approach to security. The stolen data included unencrypted customer account information 
(names, addresses, and phone numbers, but not credit card details) and encrypted customer vault data. LastPass secures usernames, passwords, secure 
notes, and form-filled data using 256-bit AES encryption, and they can be decrypted only with a unique encryption key derived from each user’s 
master password. Within user vaults, however, website URLs associated with password entries weren’t encrypted. That’s problematic. 

More seriously, LastPass relies entirely on that user-selected master password to secure encrypted data. Even though the company has hardened 
minimum requirements for setting passwords, users can set master passwords weak enough to be susceptible to cracking attempts. Apple’s iCloud 
Keychain, 1Password’s cloud-based storage, and some other solutions mix device-based keys with master passwords or account logins for far 
greater resistance—an attacker has to obtain and unlock a device in addition to compromising a vault or account password. 

What Actions Should LastPass Users Take? 
As long as you used your LastPass master password only at LastPass and retained the company’s default settings, LastPass does not recommend any 

actions at this time. (The defaults require a minimum of 12-character master passwords and specify a high number of iterations—100,100—in the 
PBKDF2 password-strengthening algorithm.) 

A brute-force decryption might be successful against your master password if you reused it on another site that had been compromised, set one 
that’s fewer than 12 characters (never do that!), or lowered the default password-strengthening settings. (Some long-time users found that they had 
much lower settings of 500 or 5000 for the PBKDF2 algorithm—here’s how to check.) If any of those are true, change your master password im-
mediately and turn on multifactor authentication. (Use the LastPass Authenticator app: for instructions, click Features & Tools and then Multifactor 
Authentication in the LastPass support portal.) 

Because the vaults were stolen, nothing you do can protect the integrity of that data, which is already in the hands of the thieves. LastPass suggests 
people at risk of having their master password cracked consider changing passwords on stored websites. Start with the crucial accounts that could be 
used to impersonate you, like email, cell phone, and social media, plus those that contain financial data. If you’re worried, change passwords more 
broadly. (Typically, you never need to change unique, strong passwords, but here your core secrets were stolen, even if they remain encrypted.) 

Those with weak master passwords should also change them and enable multifactor authentication for their LastPass accounts. Even though the 
horse is out of the barn, you can get a new horse and secure the door behind it: possible future breaches are less likely to affect you if you have updat-
ed the passwords stored in your vault and have secured them with a new strong, unique password. 

Regardless of the strength of their master passwords, LastPass users must now be especially alert for targeted phishing attacks. Since LastPass vault 
backups did not encrypt website URLs, phishers can combine them with an email address associated with your unencrypted account information. 

If you are at all uncertain that an email or text message that links to a login page isn’t legitimate, navigate to the website directly in your browser and 
log in using links on the site. Don’t trust URL previews—it’s too easy to fake domain names in ways that are nearly impossible to identify. Particularly 
watch out for credit-card warnings and package-tracking alerts—both are ready paths for phishers in the best of times and even more likely to fool 
users during the holiday season. 

Questions and Concerns 
Obviously, LastPass made mistakes here, but at least the company is being transparent about what happened. It doesn’t seem as though LastPass 

was cavalier about security—this sounds like a sophisticated, multi-prong attack that took months to carry out. It’s a worthwhile lesson for all organi-
zations to realize that targeted attacks on one employee and then another ultimately allowed the breach of massive amounts of data. Nonetheless, the 
outcome raises questions and concerns. 

Internet Security

https://blog.lastpass.com/2022/12/notice-of-recent-security-incident/
https://www.lastpass.com/security/zero-knowledge-security
https://support.apple.com/guide/security/keychain-data-protection-secb0694df1a/web
https://support.apple.com/guide/security/keychain-data-protection-secb0694df1a/web
https://support.1password.com/secret-key-security/
https://support.lastpass.com/help/how-do-i-change-my-password-iterations-for-lastpass
https://support.lastpass.com/home
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Should LastPass users consider switching to another password management solution?  
Yes, for two reasons. First, it’s troubling that LastPass isn’t using a secret key entangled with the master password to protect against thefts like this. 

Second, the attackers might be able to exploit the stolen information to compromise LastPass’s systems again. LastPass hardened its systems in re-
sponse to the August breach of one developer’s account, but that wasn’t sufficient to stymie the November attack on the second employee. 

Conversely, as far as we know, LastPass’s Zero Knowledge architecture remains secure, so if you’re comfortable with the strength of your master 
password and you trust LastPass’s overall architecture, you should be able to continue using it with no additional worry. 

As someone who has used LastPass for many years as my primary solution—Tonya uses 1Password, and we share a family vault with Tristan—I’m 
not planning to switch based on this breach alone. However, I have been suffering from other irritations with LastPass—its multifactor authentication 
failing on the Apple Watch, its inability to remember that I want generated passwords to include symbols and be 20 characters long, and its Chrome 
extension frequently becoming corrupted (see “Chrome Extensions Disappearing? Click Repair,” 24 August 2021)—so I’ve decided to switch to 
1Password when I find the time. 

Is this breach an indictment of the entire concept of cloud-based password management services?  
While some would undoubtedly say yes, arguing that locally managed passwords are not susceptible to attacks on a company, the issue has more to 

do with how cloud-based data is secured. While LastPass doesn’t hold the encryption keys to your data, its encryption method isn’t as strong as it 
could be because all the encryption power is locked in a single master password that can be entered anywhere, rather than requiring multiple compo-
nents, some or all of which are held separately. 

Swearing off cloud-based storage in favor of locally managed passwords also presumes you wouldn’t fall prey to phishing or other attacks that target 
you randomly instead of specifically. The LastPass breach required direct attacks on specific employees, but scattershot attacks can be automated or 
distributed broadly via malware—the attackers don’t know or care who their victims are. 

Plus, cloud-based systems provide two compelling features: syncing among multiple devices and platforms and sharing particular passwords with 
other users of the same system. Syncing is fairly easy to replicate using iCloud, Dropbox, or the like, but sharing passwords with other people requires 
a shared account. 

Are other password managers vulnerable to similar attacks? 
I wouldn’t think so. The LastPass breach relied on previously stolen information that provided access to secondary backup storage thanks to cre-

dentials and information stolen in attacks targeting individual employees. It was a custom attack and couldn’t be used against other firms. And Last-
Pass’s reliance on a single master password also puts its users’ data at unique risk. 

That said, I have to assume that all password management services are under near-constant attack because, to paraphrase bank robber Willie Sut-
ton, that’s where the passwords are. These companies may consider such attacks business as usual, or they may be using LastPass’s incident as an 
excuse to reexamine their security practices to make sure they haven’t missed anything. LastPass presumably didn’t think it had missed anything before 
August 2022. 

When will passkeys eliminate problems like this?  
I don’t know for sure, but the transition can’t happen soon enough. See “Why Passkeys Will Be Simpler and More Secure Than Passwords” (27 

June 2022). 

Reuse governed by Creative Commons license. TidBITS has offered years of thoughtful commentary on Apple and Internet topics. For free 
email subscriptions and access to the entire TidBITS archive, visit www.tidbits.com. 

https://tidbits.com/2021/08/24/chrome-extensions-disappearing-click-repair/
https://quoteinvestigator.com/2013/02/10/where-money-is/
https://tidbits.com/2022/06/27/why-passkeys-will-be-simpler-and-more-secure-than-passwords/
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Membership Application Form 
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bar-
gains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY: 

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00  
  JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00 

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date  

Name 
 Street Address 
 City/State/ZIP 

 Home Telephone 
 E-mail Address

Have you previously been a member of SMMUG? 
How did you learn about SMMUG? 

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG   
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me. 
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 

About Us 

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Col-
orado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices. 

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.  

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can partici-
pate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate memberships 
are granted. 

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings. 

http://www.smmug.org

